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We build secure

Structured

Settlements

for Plaintiffs

My job is to decide what my

client needs, not to wait and

see what the defense offers. I

want someone who shares my

commitment in looking after

the best interests of my client.

That’s why I work with Paul…

— Gary Gwilliam, of Gwilliam,
Ivary, Chiosso, Cavalli & Brewer
Valued customers since 1984

“

”

Qualifications include the following:

• Over 20 years of experience 

• A degree in Economics from the University of 
California, Berkeley

• An exclusive plaintiff-only practice

• Expert witness in Economics & Structured Settlements

• Author of Structured Settlements, 2nd           
Clark Boardman Callahan, 1993

• Certified Structured Settlement Consultant

Paul’s philosophy is simple: “By serving as your trusted
structured settlement broker and advisor, I secure the
highest value for your client and help you perform your
due diligence.”

Paul J. Lesti, CSSC

888.LESTISS
5 3 7 8 4 7 7

www.lesti.com • paul@lesti.com
745 Distel Dr., Ste. 114, Los Altos, CA 94022 

Specializing
in profoundly
injured minors
and deferred
legal fees.  
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Anthony Label is a trial team leader at 
the Veen Firm, P.C., in San Francisco, 

CA. He represents people who have suf-
fered severe personal injuries that have 

had a life-changing, career-changing, 
life-ending, or career-ending impact. He 

represents plaintiffs in actions arising 
from construction site accidents, indus-

trial accidents, dangerous premises, 
auto accidents, wrongful death, govern-

mental or public entity liability, defec-
tive products, and others. He serves 
on boards of trial lawyer civil justice 

organizations, including SFTLA (2017, 
President; 2005-present, Board of 

Directors; CAOC (2015-present, Board 
of Governors), and is a member of AAJ 

and Public Justice.

Keep Calm and Resist — 
Bad Bills are Coming

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE by Anthony Label

Shell shocked. We are still reel-
ing. The night it happened was sur-
real. Compounded by the subsequent 
assault on civil liberties since the new 
order installed itself. What we imag-
ined were entrenched institutions of 
our democracy suddenly seem threat-
ened and vulnerable. Sometimes it’s 
hard to tell what decade we’re living in. 
Or what country. It is overwhelming. 
It is anxiety-inducing. It continues to 
feel surreal.

With all the oxygen being sucked up 
by the never ending spillway of shock 

and horror, will people even notice the 
attacks on our civil justice system? 
The airwaves have been flooded. With 
apparent attempts to incite a war of 
civilizations. With attempts to bar 
an entire religion from coming here. 
With patrols demanding documents 
and terrifying an entire community of 
our neighbors, most of whom are rais-
ing families here, contributing, trying 
to make a better life. With the baffling 
refusal of our highest elected officials 
to even investigate what appears to be 
influence from and collusion with a 

country that has been at least our rival, 
if not our enemy, for over 50 years. 

While all this chaos distracts, you 
may not have noticed the dire assaults 
on civil justice that have already been 
set in motion. Republicans on the 
House Judiciary Committee quietly 
voted to introduce H.R. 895, the so-
called “Fairness in Class Action Litiga-
tion Act of 2017,” a bill that is anything 
but fair. It would absolutely gut class 
actions with a series of deceptively-
labeled procedural changes.

The bill is a wet dream for the 
Chamber of Commerce. It would 
require plaintiffs, in order to certify a 
class, to affirmatively prove that each 
class member suffered the same “type 
and scope” of injury, and affirmatively 
demonstrate a mechanism for identify-
ing each class member. The bill would 
forbid any class representative who 
was a previous client of the lawyer. It 
would prohibit payment of attorneys’ 
fees until after all class members have 
been paid, adding potentially decades 
to the time until attorneys may be paid 
for the expensive, time-consuming, 
high-risk prospect of class litigation. 

First they came for the class action 
clients. But I didn’t do class actions. 
Then…

At our state level, a freshman 
Republican lawmaker just introduced 
AB 965, to cap non-economic dam-
ages in injury cases against Caltrans 
at $250,000. A cap of $250,000 for the 
family who loses a child to a dangerous 
roadway, poorly maintained by state 
workers who didn’t do their job. Do 
you think this will be the last attempt 
to impose MICRA-level caps on other 
injury cases? On all of them? 

As I write this, my first President’s 
message, for the oldest association of 

Continues on page 31 » 

“While all this 
chaos distracts, 
you may not 
have noticed the 
dire assaults on 
civil justice that 
have already 
been set in 
motion.”
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1700 Montgomery St.          •          Ste 101          •          San Francisco, CA 94111

MELISSA BALDWIN

Phone: 415.244.5124   |  800.485.0336 
Email: Mbaldwin@atlassettlements.com

Proud Business 
Partner with

Specializing in Personal Injury, Medical Malpractice, Wrongful Death, 
Employment, Mass Torts and Attorney Fee Structures

•  Dedicated personal attention to you and your clients

• Innovative Settlement Planning

•  Extensive network of settlement resources

•  No cost for our services

Providing Injured Plaintiffs 
Peace of Mind & Tax-Free Financial 
Security Now & For Their Futures
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Shannan Dugan is a former prosecutor 
with the San Francisco District  
Attorney’s Office and has practiced 
criminal defense at the Law Offices of 
Shannan Dugan for 18 years. She has 
also represented clients in personal 
injury cases and is a longtime SFTLA 
board member. She is is rated AV  
Preeminent by Martindale Hubbell, the 
highest possible rating in both legal  
ability and ethical standards.

What a difference a few months 
makes. Instead of feeling despondent, 
I am feeling energized, reawakened and 
oddly hopeful. The Trump presidency 
seems to be rousing people from com-
placency into a rowdy activism that is 
glorious to watch. Have you seen those 
Town Hall meetings? And the inspi-
rational, heartfelt and hilarious signs 
at the Women’s Marches? The women 
flocking to Emily’s List to run for begin-
ner offices? Politics has gotten so … bois-
terous! Rather than an overly earnest, 
depressing voice, the Resistance is feel-
ing like an exuberant opposition.

Maybe it’s Kate McKinnon as Kelly-
anne Conway on “Saturday Night Live” 
that got me laughing again. Maybe it’s 
those memes of Ivanka Trump gazing 
school-girl crushed at dreamy Cana-
dian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. 
Maybe it’s that I’ve insisted to my 12 
year old daughter that we talk about 
Gloria Steinem in addition to the latest 
TV show. Maybe it’s that even Kim 
Kardashian tweets out statistics after 
the Muslim ban showing you are more 
likely to die by gun violence, or even fall-
ing out of your bed, than at the hands of 
some poor refugee from one of the listed 
countries. Pop culture, while it may 
have brought Trump up, also looks like 
it could bring him down. 

And if biting humor is an effective 
political weapon, this is a golden age for 
material. I mean, even “Us” magazine is 
in the crossfires! When Ivanka Trump 
tweeted a picture of herself dressed in 
a $5,000 designer gown the day after 
Trump’s immigrant ban, some clever 
person tweeted “Who Wore It Better?”, 
showing a poor refuge girl cloaked in a 
protective silver poncho. (For you high 
brow magazine readers, “Us” always 
shows photos of celebrities wear-
ing the same outfit, with people rating 
who wore it better.) When Sean Spicer 
responded to rumors that he would 
soon be replaced, he tweeted, “Getting 

government updates from @Washing-
tonian is like getting stock tips from 
@usweekly”. The magazine’s clever 
retort? “Thanks Spicey! @usweekly 
does not recommend investing in indi-
vidual stocks. Stick with a broad mix of 
low-cost index funds.”  

Speaking of Spicey, seeing Melissa 
McCarthy as the perennially pissed off 
press secretary is the gift that keeps on 
giving. I’ve never seen a press secre-
tary so consistently angry that he actu-
ally has to answer questions from the 
press. It would be like me getting mad at 
a client because he had the nerve to get 
arrested. Um, hello, isn’t that the basic 
job description? 

On a more serious note, at a time 
when a wannabe king tries to bulldoze 
over our countries’ checks and balances, 
the Constitution is downright hot. Bal-
ance of powers? Yeah, baby. The seem-
ingly theoretical executive vs. legislative 
vs. judicial system is now so dramatic. 
Judges call BS on unfounded claims in 
unsupported briefs, and Trump attor-
neys scramble for credibility -- live. It’s 
riveting. (And I don’t know about you, 
but if I ever called a judge I disagreed 
with anything close to a “so-called 
judge”, I’d be looking at contempt of 
court, pronto. That ain’t how the game is 
played, Mr. President.)

Also, the lawyers seem like the good 
guys again –hurrah! Cases in point: the 
attorneys who took the refugee ban to 
court; the swarms of immigration law-
yers who flocked to the airports to help 
immigrants; the ACLU, bolstered by 
record breaking donations leading to 
the hiring of a 100 new lawyers. I and 
apparently many other people haven’t 
felt this invigorated (read: pissed off ) 
since the Reagan years. Thanks, Trump, 
for reconnecting me to my college rab-
ble-rousing self. 

I’m so proud of California. The tech 
companies, once criticized for being 
apolitical, have come out full force 

A Boisterous  
Opposition Bites Back 

EDITOR’S MESSAGE by Shannan Dugan
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against Trump’s anti-immigrant policies. The biggest tech 
companies, half of whom were founded by immigrants, finally 
found their issue. Our social-media savvy consumers have 
spoken with tangible results. Uber’s head, Travis Kalanick, quit 
a Trump advisory board, after a mass deletion of Uber apps from 
outraged customers. # Grab Your Wallet is effectively organiz-
ing boycotts of products linked to Trump and his supporters. It’s 
wonderful to see savvy Bay Area progressives, who can turn on 
their own trying to out-liberal each other, unite and roar against 
a common enemy.

After the election, Gloria Steinem said: “This was a vote 
against the future. But the future’s coming anyway.” I know you 
all are working hard to make it a brighter one. We as lawyers 
and citizens are needed now more than ever. We know how to 
fight and dare I say, even like it. Maybe that’s why this feels like 
an exciting time. Vive la resistance!  
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I usually fly Southwest. It pretty 
much takes me where I need to 
go but every once in awhile I take 
another airline and then get stuck 
with unused miles. What else to do 
but accept your free magazine sub-
scriptions right when you don’t use 
those points? So every couple of years 
my house gets flooded with these free 
magazines and they pile up. There’s a 
Pavlovian response in my house when 
I sit down and crack open a book or 
magazine. Maybe it’s the sounds of 
paper smacking open,  or perhaps the 
smell of ink wafting to the nostrils of 
my family,  or maybe everyone just fig-
ures if I’m sitting, it must mean that I 
need something to do. Whichever sen-
sory receptor is triggered, it requires 
that someone—perhaps all of them—
need something that very moment. 

So it isn’t all that odd that I found 
myself recently flipping through a 
2012 issue of Elle magazine.  An inter-
esting article, “The Voice Over,” which 
talks about how women’s voices are 
perceived and how women sometimes 
modulate how they speak in public, 
in groups, to employers, etc.  Some-
times to their advantage and some-
times not.  It discussed how the pitch 
of women’s voices comes in and out of 
vogue. How what is considered sexy, 
or feminine changes. As an old movie 
fan I think back on the women in the 
20’s and 30’s movies who often had 
these high, squeaky childlike voices. 
However,  by the 40’s the “voix brune” 
came into vogue with Bette Davis and 
Veronica Lake (among others). This 
voice was darker, more sultry, lower 
and slower  in pitch and cadence. And 
allowed the user to be “all women” but 
a little forward at the same time. This 
was quickly replaced again by the high, 
whispery, childish tones of Marilyn 
Monroe in the 50’s.

I myself have found that I have dif-
ferent voices for different situations. 

A PERSPECTIVE

You Talking to Me?…     
By Juliette Bleecker  

While I’m typically not a shy, quiet 
type (pause for laughter) I noticed at 
a recent trip to the tire shop that my 
voice and demeanor changed. After 
the tire guy pumped in air and I was 
driving off,  I realized that I had fallen 
into the female trap - that my interac-
tion with him had me talking in a high 
octave,  using self deprecating humor 
to explain why I couldn’t fill the tire 
myself. It’s doubtful this incident had 
any real effect on my life, other than 
kicking myself for falling into my own 
traps, but it got me thinking about the 
inequities that are still being felt by 
female and persons of color attorneys, 
and their clients. Some of which we 
perpetuate ourselves and some that 
are imposed on us. 

While women are often a slight 
majority in law school, their rates of 
making partner drop and their sala-
ries tend to be lower than their male 
counterparts as well. Although differ-
ences in starting salaries are usually 
modest, small differences can have 
big effects down the road. If a 22-year-
old man and a 22-year-old woman are 
offered $25,000 for their first job, for 
example, and one of them negotiates 
the amount up to $30,000, then over 
the next 28 years, the negotiator would 
make $361,171 more, assuming they 
both got 3 percent raises each year. 
And this is without taking into account 
the fact that the negotiators don’t just 
get better starting pay; they also win 
bigger raises over the course of their 
careers . 

This election has kicked up some 
fairly serious racial and gender divides 
within our country. The ramifications 
of which may be found in and out of 
the courtroom. A recent Washington 
Post article highlighted the inequities 
of damages awarded to Plaintiffs who 
are people of color or women. The arti-
cle details the common usage of fac-
tors determining how much a person 
might earn in the future. This number 
significantly decreases if you are a 
person of color or a woman. “ In one 
case, when a 6-year-old girl and a male 
fetus were killed in the same car crash, 
the settlement for the fetus was calcu-
lated to be up to 84 percent higher than 
the girl’s, according to court records.”  
This seems patently unfair and it may 
be worth having some prepared argu-
ments for combating this in future 
cases.

The coming months and years may 
be a time when the world needs some 
loud mouths like us-speaking in what-
ever voices we have.

When the Nazis came for the commu-
nists,
I remained silent;
I was not a communist.

When they locked up the social demo-
crats,
I remained silent;
I was not a social democrat.

Juliette Bleecker has been the Executive Director of SFTLA 
for 16 years. She is proud to serve on the Executive  
Committee of the National Association of Trial Lawyer 
Executives and is past president of the Executives of  
California Legal Associations. Juliette enjoys her role as 
Mom to three biological kids and three step kids and a new 
puppy named Frida.

Continues on page 31 » 
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The Settlement ALLIANCE-WEST provides our attorney 
clients with the assistance they need during each step in 
the settlement process, from initial intake and mediation 

to post-settlement planning matters.

 
 

Traci Kaas, CeFT™
Managing Partner
Settlement Planner
Certified Financial Transitionist™
traci@alliance-west.com

Tanis Kelly
Settlement Planner

tanis@alliance-west.com

Structured Sett lements

Trust  & Trustee Services

QSF Administrat ion

Attorney Fee Deferrals   

Comprehensive F inancial  P lanning

Government Benefit  Preservat ion 

Non-Personal  Injury Sett lements

Also assist ing in:

Lien Resolut ion

Medicare Set-Asides

Bankruptcy & Probate Coordinat ion

The Settlement ALLIANCE-WEST is proud to be a SFTLA Defender of Justice Sponsor.
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From SFTLA to the  
San Francisco Bench: 
Meet the Honorable 
Steve Murphy  By P. Bobby Shukla
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On December 23, 2016, Steve Murphy got the call 
he had been awaiting for nearly four years: Governor 
Brown had appointed him as a Superior Court Judge in 
San Francisco. The news was the fulfillment of a long-
held dream. Soon, the congratulatory calls began to flood 
in, first from his new colleagues at San Francisco Superior 
Court offering their warm welcomes, then from colleagues, 
friends, and opposing counsel. 

Just five weeks later, on his final day practicing law and 
while shutting down his law firm, after almost 35 years of 
a decorated career, Judge Murphy was not frenzied, nor 
sentimental. Consistent with his usual demeanor, he was 
calm and appeared poised for what lay ahead. He did betray 
self-awareness about not fully appreciating the moment. “I 
haven’t separated from it yet. I have this feeling that I still 
have a lot to do for my clients.” Referencing a short trip he 
and his wife will take before he is sworn in, he said, “Maybe 
it will hit me on the beach in Thailand.”

Judge Murphy’s journey to jurist was not a typical career 
path for the kids from his neighborhood. It’s also a quint-
essential tale of the best the American dream has to offer. 
Like all good stories, there are many starting points. In 
many respects, the rightful start is when an experienced 
and esteemed trial lawyer affirmed his aspirations to view 
the courtroom from its highest seat and threw his name into 
the ring. Or reaching back even further, a possible start may 
focus on the big dreams of a young law student who envi-
sioned a career on the bench, even before he knew what area 
of law he would practice. It is evident, however, that the 
story begins even earlier, in the bold imagination of a young 
boy from a working class family in Boston’s Brighton neigh-
borhood whose love of books inspired him to forge his own 
uncharted path, and in fact, earlier still in a mother’s hope 
and encouragement for her child’s prom-
ise that set him on a life-changing course.

Judge Murphy is the second-oldest 
child in an Irish-Catholic family of five 
children, three boys and two girls. His 
father was a firefighter for the Boston 
Fire Department for over 40 years. His 
mother, who began working once Judge 
Murphy was in high school, was a cross-
ing guard for the police department. 

Hard work was the model in the home. In addition to his 
full-time job, his father always worked a second job deliv-
ering items like paint or glass. “Back then firefighters were 
not paid much. We weren’t privileged. My family was always 
scrimping and saving every dime.” He noted that his family 
did own their own home which was in contrast to many of 
his friends in the neighborhood who lived in the projects. 
Judge Murphy is clear on the influence these childhood 
experiences had in fostering empathy in him, “It made me 
side with the underdog.” 

For the early part of his childhood, Judge Murphy had 
no reason to picture a life for himself beyond his neighbor-
hood. “Boston has tight neighborhoods that many people 
never leave.” Case in point, the home he grew up in was 
directly next door to his maternal grandparents where his 
mother grew up. His father grew up just a block away. Things 
changed dramatically for Judge Murphy, however, when his 
mother, who greatly valued education though neither she 
nor his father had attended college, encouraged him to apply 
to the prestigious Boston Latin School. It is the country’s 
oldest public school, opening in 1635 and boasting several 
famous graduates such as Samuel Adams, John Hancock, 
and Ralph Waldo Emerson. To be admitted, Judge Murphy 
who was 11-years old at the time, had to take an entrance 
exam which he did not believe he would pass. He, of course, 
did pass and attributes his attendance at the Boston Latin 
School as a seminal moment, one deeply significant in shap-
ing his future. “The school gave me broader horizons and 
allowed me to think beyond my neighborhood.” 

Judge Murphy attended Boston Latin School from 7th 
grade to 12th grade. In the beginning he had to take three 
buses to get to school each day. While many of the other 
kids used the time on the bus goofing around or smoking 
cigarettes, Judge Murphy passed the time reading books. 
It was during those many hours of reading that he learned 
about lawyers and the utility of the law. Some of the books 
that influenced him most were “Clarence Darrow for the 
Defense,” by Irving Stone; “The Defense Never Rests,” by 
F. Lee Bailey; and “To Kill a Mockingbird,” by Harper Lee, 
While “To Kill a Mockingbird” was not required reading in 
his class, he convinced his English teacher to assign it so he 
and his classmates could study the book in depth. 

Having decided on his goal of becoming a lawyer, he went 
on to study at the College of the Holy Cross in Massachu-
setts, where he majored in sociology. He believed the study 
of people and society complemented the law and would help 
him be more empathetic to those in need. He also minored 
in political science and took every law course the school had 
to offer. He chose to attend law school at the University of 

P. Bobby Shukla, represents plaintiffs in employment liti-
gation. For several years, she practiced law with Judge 
Murphy at the Law Offices of Stephen M. Murphy. Upon 
his appointment to the bench, she  has taken over his 
practice under her own firm, Shukla Law. Ms. Shukla cur-
rently serves on the board of  SFTLA and has been named a 
Rising Star or a Super Lawyer every year since 2009.  

His advice for newer 
lawyers is to realize the 
importance of mentors. 
He feels lucky to have 
had some great ones 
early on such as Bianco, 
Brandi, and Jones. 
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San Francisco, using a rigorous method in determining 
where to go. “In researching law schools, I researched 
the weather and saw that San Francisco was around 60 
degrees all year.” Wanting to escape New England win-
ters, he was sold. He financed his legal education on his 
own, once working three jobs as a movie usher, proba-
tion clerk, and theater cleaner for a total of 60-70 hours a 
week. He was also fortunate enough to get scholarships. 

After law school he did a gap year clerking for supe-
rior court judges in Manchester, New Hampshire, where 
he started to formulate another dream related to those 
three buses he took to school. He began taking notes of 
a murder trial he worked on, notes he used many years 
later to write “Alibi,” a crime novel with a Boston-born 
lawyer as the protagonist set in Manchester. He went 
on to write a sequel called “About Power,” about a high 
profile sexual harassment case and has published other 
books, including, “Their Word is Law,” a collection of his 
interviews with lawyer-authors discussing their craft, a 
book of law-related short stories and essays, and a book 
of his photographs from Asia. 

He began practicing law at Bianco, Brandi & Jones 
with his former trial practice professor, Robert Bianco, 
Thomas Brandi, and (now) appellate judge Barbara 
Jones, doing plaintiff ’s side personal injury law. He 
made partner five years later and eventually practiced 
as Bianco & Murphy before opening his own law firm 
in 1999. By then, Judge Murphy had transitioned his 
practice to plaintiff ’s side employment law. He found 

employment law more interesting and challenging legally 
and factually. He also had grown tired of dealing with doc-
tors in personal injury cases. 

In reflecting on the cases and clients that meant most to 
him in his career, while finding it hard to choose just a few, 
he recalls the case Alberigi v. County of Sonoma as one that 
made a big impact in the community. The case was about a 
25-year employee who suffered from panic disorder and 
agoraphobia but was able to perform his job well with the 
accommodation of having restricted face-to-face contact 
with clients. After many years of good performance with the 
accommodation, the County of Sonoma refused to continue 
the accommodation. The jury returned a verdict for George 
Alberigi for $6.5 million. The case garnered national atten-
tion. “There was and still is a lot of prejudice and stigma 
about mental disabilities. The case was very personally 
gratifying because it was a hard case to put on, the verdict 
brought attention to the issue and made a real difference in 
my client’s life. He was such a nice guy and was really hurt 
by what happened to him.” After the verdict, Mr. Alberigi 
was able to buy a home and went on to get married, inviting 
Judge Murphy to the wedding. 

Amidst managing a busy trial practice, writing books, 
and taking photographs, Judge Murphy also taught classes 
at Saint Mary’s College and at USF. He had four children 
with his wife Patty whom he met at USF when he was in law 
school and she was an undergraduate. His wife has noted 
that despite his very busy schedule, he was home most 
nights by 6:30 pm for family dinner. In reminiscing on how 
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he managed his time so well, he gives much credit to his wife 
for managing the home front but adds that he learned to be 
very efficient, not waste time, and did not watch much tele-
vision then. He also worked at home after dinner. “In those 
days you had to lug big briefcases back and forth from work 
and home with deposition transcripts, etc. since we weren’t 
on computers like we are now. I’m pretty sure I was in a per-
petual state of fatigue for years.”

Outside of the courtroom, Judge Murphy does not project 
the stereotype of a trial lawyer. While confident and decisive, 
he is modest by nature, by no means an “attention-seeker,” 
and someone who listens far more than he speaks. He attri-
butes his many achievements mostly to the predominant 
theme of his youth: “hard work” and to “being at the right 
place at the right time.” He does not mention any innate tal-
ents or carry the sentiment that he is a natural at anything. 
(In law school, concerned that his voice was not strong 
enough for trial work, he purposely sat in the back of his 
classes to teach himself to project his voice when he spoke.) 
He does, however, possess the one quality that is innate in all 
great trial lawyers: a thrilling passion for the courtroom. He 
brings this passion into his next chapter as a judge. “I love 
being in the courtroom and never felt I was getting enough 
trials even as a trial lawyer who tried many cases. I view 
the bench as the pinnacle of my career and an opportunity 

to be in the courtroom regularly.” Having appeared before 
countless judges and holding many in “high esteem,” his 
plan is to model himself after the good ones he’s observed 
over the years, such as his ex-partner Barbara Jones and 
past SFTLA President Donald Sullivan. His view of a judge’s 
role is uncomplicated: to apply the law to the facts, come to 
a reasoned judgment, and settle disputes, all while keeping 
control of the courtroom. He also anticipates a steep learn-
ing curve in his new role in having to preside over matters in 
a variety of areas of law. “In some ways, I think it will be like 
I’m back in law school or studying for the bar exam.”

His advice for newer lawyers is to realize the importance 
of mentors. He feels lucky to have had some great ones early 
on such as Bianco, Brandi, and Jones. He further emphasizes 
the importance of enjoying your work.“ Try to do what you 
like to do and what you feel proud of doing. It’s very diffi-
cult to go to work every day if you’re just going there for a 
paycheck.” He added, “Look deep to find the right position. 
Many people fall into certain jobs due to high student loans, 
which is understandable, but you can’t lose sight of what’s 
important. I worked very hard throughout my career, espe-
cially in the beginning, but because I enjoyed my work, it 
didn’t bother me.”   

BUSINESS OF LAW 
WEIGHING YOU DOWN?

LET FINDLAW DO THE 
HEAVY LIFTING.
Visit lawyermarketing.com to learn 
about legal marketing solutions that 
can help your firm grow.

Anne Caldwell I 415-699-7951 I anne.caldwell@tr.com 

Bobby Pullen I 650-922-9772 I bobby.pullen@tr.com 
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Knowing When And How To Use Expert 
Witnesses In Your Case 
by Markus Willoughby

PRACTICE TIPS

needs to consider the specific goals 
you want to achieve with an expert 
before starting a search. In some cases, 
the key liability questions revolve 
around a particular science or study.  
For example, in a medical malpractice 
case involving the use of anticoagula-
tion in a stroke case, the key liabil-
ity questions will require the jury to 
understand the standard of care a phy-
sician should follow when using dan-
gerous anticoagulation medications in 
high risk patients.  In a business liti-
gation case involving unfair competi-
tion, the issues may involve the scope 
of the economic market and to assess 
whether certain behaviors in the mar-
ketplace were anticompetitive. While 
the law provides some structure for 
considering these liability questions, 
they are fundamentally complex ques-
tions.  Testimony from a physician or 
economist, as the case may be, can lay 
the framework that should be used to 
assess the question based on the facts.

Often times experts are used to 
offer critical facts that are not clear 
to the layperson, such as an accident 
reconstruction expert who may serve 
to evaluate the evidence to provide 
a factual basis for how an accident 
occurred or even what forces were in 
play during the course of an accident 
that could cause the injuries that are 

in question.  These types of experts 
are essential for building a case theory 
that was unwitnessed.  It is not uncom-
mon for jurors to rely heavily on these 
types of experts.

Another common use of an expert 
witness is the damages expert. The 
extent of harm that can be attributed 
to an alleged wrongful act is almost 
always subject to dispute, and experts 
are essential in analyzing that criti-
cal question. Damages theories can 
be complex and difficult to convey 
clearly to a judge or jury in the absence 
of an expert witness, as they more 
often than not require some estima-
tion of whether the injury would have 
occurred “but for” the allegedly wrong-
ful behavior.

 Perhaps one often overlooked use of 
an expert is that of a consulting expert.  
Consulting experts do not testify and 
their work on a case is not discover-
able. Consulting experts can help an 
attorney consider different economic, 
financial, or technical complexities of 
a case, as well as assist in fact devel-
opment by, for instance, suggesting 
documents or information to request, 
deposition questions to ask, and data 
to use, or by spotting important factual 
issues.  Attorneys can use consulting 
experts to assist in preparing the tes-
tifying expert for deposition and trial 

THE ART OF SELECTION AND USE 
OF EXPERT WITNESSES

In personal injury, medical mal-
practice or any high-stakes litigation, 
expert witness testimony is often a 
critical part of the litigation plan. We 
use experts to address unique ques-
tions having to do with the standard 
of care of professionals and other facts 
that are central to liability issues. 
They are also commonly used when 
addressing the quality and quantity 
of damages. Because expert witness 
testimony is often the most important 
factor in these lawsuits, there is a great 
deal at stake for litigators in the iden-
tifying, finding and retaining the right 
expert. 

The purpose of this summary is to 
discuss some of the important roles 
that experts play in litigation, and 
some of the key issues one should con-
sider when identifying the most effec-
tive expert, a decision that can have a 
significant impact on settlement nego-
tiations and trial results.

WHETHER TO RETAIN AN EXPERT
Two of the most important questions 
you must answer in any high-stakes 
litigation is whether an expert is 
needed, and if so, what kind. An expert 
is always required in a medical mal-
practice case and is typically needed in 
other cases when the facts and issues 
you wish to present are not easily com-
prehensible.  In other words, when the 
facts of the case require the trier of fact 
to reach an opinion or conclusion that 
is not easily attainable, and when the 
case issues are sophisticated and the 
judge is not well-versed in the relevant 
concepts, experts can be very helpful 
to juror and judges.

Experts can play a wide variety of 
roles in a wide variety of cases, and one 

Markus Willoughby is the principal at Willoughby Law 
Firm. Markus concentrates his law practice on the prosecu-
tion of medical negligence and personal injury litigation. 
Markus was nominated as Trial Lawyer of the Year in 2013 
and 2014, was honored with the SFTLA’s prestigious Civil 
Justice Award in 2014, , was recently inducted into the 
National Trial Lawyers Top 100 Attorneys and received Cal-
ifornia Lawyer Attorney of the Year (CLAY Award) in 2016.
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and provide feedback to counsel on how the testifying expert 
can be most valuable to the case.

While we all know attorneys who don’t like to use experts 
in cases where it is optional, it is risky to forgo using an 
expert in complex cases, especially if the other side has one. 
As trial lawyers know, when the other side has presented 
expert testimony, you run the risk—if not the likelihood—
that the trier of fact will accept that expert’s findings, simply 
because you have not offered an alternative.

WHEN TO ENGAGE AN EXPERT
Once the decision is made to use an expert, counsel must 
next consider when to engage the expert. With few excep-
tions, it should be done as early as possible for the following 
reasons:

If you are uncertain whether the actions of the profes-
sional defendant fell beneath the standard of care or that 
the damages would not warrant the cost of litigation, early 
expert review can save you valuable time and money spent 
working up a case that ultimately could not survive a Motion 
for Summary Judgment.  

It increases the chance that your client will be able to 
retain the expert best suited for the case and that your 
chosen expert will not be prevented from representing your 
side because of a conflict of interest. 

Expert advice can be critical in making the most of fact 
discovery, as experts can be invaluable in framing discovery 
requests, identifying fruitful issues to investigate in deposi-
tions, and even identifying the right personnel to depose and 
assist in strategy.

Early participation helps the expert to develop the most 
effective opinion, as he or she will benefit from sufficient 
time to do appropriate research as well as the ability to 
ensure that the data and information central to the expert’s 
opinion can be collected and made available for analysis.

CATEGORIES OF EXPERT WITNESSES
Most expert witnesses fall into one of three categories:

1. Academics - This group usually has extensive expe-
rience in a particular methodology (e.g., forensic 
investigation, statistical analysis, valuation, medi-
cal procedure, etc.), or in the workings of a particu-
lar industry (e.g., medicine, electrical engineering, 
accounting).  This group usually has experience 
teaching students and authoring texts and articles.

2. Practitioners - This group has extensive experi-
ence in a particular industry (e.g., such as a private 
practice physician, a construction foreman or human 
resources director at a mid-sized company) They can 
testify about standard practices or common ways 
that their industries operate. These experts are often 
self-employed and perform expert witness work on 
an ad hoc basis.

3. Consultants - This group devotes their time pro-
viding expert testimony in their areas of expertise 
(whether that be technical, statistical, or focused on 
particular industries).  You often see this in areas 
related to automotive defects, and environmental 
impact. 
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LOCATING AND RETAINING EXPERTS
The process of finding the expert best suited for a case can 
often be confusing.  It is a good practice for attorneys to take 
advantage of their professional network and friends.   We all 
know attorneys who have experience working with or around 
the cases we are managing.  Trusted colleagues with relevant 
experience can also be helpful sources of referrals.  Also, uti-
lizing listserve emails that are used to exchange ideas and 
information among attorney groups, usually run by local and 
state-wide professional associations can be beneficial I locat-
ing the appropriate expert.

There are many publications and organizations experts 
can join that advertise their professional services as experts.  
This author would caution against using expert witness 
banks, publications or directories.  Those who advertize their 
services as experts, particularly in the medical field, are often 
viewed as individuals who are willing to sell their opinion 
to the highest bidder.  It always comes out at trial and jurors 
tend to dismiss their ultimate opinions because of this per-
ceived bias. Your case is too important to lose it by choosing 
an expert the jurors don’t respect.

If you are unfamiliar with an expert you believe would be 
beneficial to your case, and you cannot find a suitable, well 
credentialed expert within your network, it may be helpful 
to look at the professional literature to find articles related 
to the issues in your case.  Call the author or authors of the 
articles and discuss your case with them.  Often experts, par-
ticularly physicians and engineers, tend to be more willing to 
serve as an expert on an issue they have extensive experience 
writing about and speaking about at professional confer-
ences.  You may also find that these professionals who write 
and teach others about their discipline are the most qualified 
to teach your jurors as well.   

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SELECTING AN EXPERT
Once you have found a potential expert, there are still a few 
factors to consider before retaining them including: 

Conflict of interest -  are they privately or professionally 
involved with any of the parties or attorneys? 

Past testifying experience - lack of trial experience or of 
speaking in public can be costly to your case. 

Cost - experts are very expensive.  One must measure 
whether the damages justify the expense and time required to 
litigate the particular case. 

Academic and professional achievement – you should 
always strive to find the best expert to advance the interests 
of your client’s case. 

Teaching experience – teaching experience can be very 
useful as teaching experts tend to have a communication 
style that makes the information easy to understand for lay-
persons.

Publication history – obviously, it is helpful that your 
expert have extensive experience in the subject matter of the 
case which can be a big benefit to you.  But do not overlook 
articles or publications that may have information that can 
hurt your case as well.  

Memberships in professional organizations – membership 

in certain professional organizations lends credibility and 
trust.  Such as being a board certified physician.  The lack of 
membership within certain professional associations can be 
seen as a weakness.  

Reputation – just as a lack of membership in certain pro-
fessional organizations can impact an expert’s credibility, 
an experts reputation is always at issue and will also impact 
their credibility in the eyes of a jury.

Discipline – whether an expert has been disciplined for 
misconduct, misfeasance or malfeasance within their pro-
fession can have a significant impact on their credibility. 

  
SUMMARY
In conclusion, expert witness testimony can be a critical part 
of litigation strategy, and it is important to know when to uti-
lize them to get the most value, as well as best practices in 
how to find and select them. As set forth within this article, 
the process of finding the most effective expert for your case 
involves deciding what kind of expert you may need, deter-
mining when you will need them, locating them using one or 
more sources, choosing among the pool of experts based upon 
their experience and credentials, as well as the cost.  Effec-
tive selection of experts can ultimately have a significant 
impact on settlement and trial results.   
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New Judicial Court Assignments By Shannan Dugan 
The new court assignments, categorized by department, judicial officer, and function were announced recently by the San  
Francisco Superior Court and are as follows:

COURT WATCH

CIVIC CENTER 
COURTHOUSE

204 
Peter J.Busch
Probate(Supervising 
Judge)

204 
John K. Stewart
Probate

206 
Teri L. Jackson
Presiding Judge
220 
Visiting Judge
Civil Trials

302
Harold E. Kahn
Law & Motion

303
Newton Lam
Civil Trials

304
Curtis E.A. Karnow
Complex Litigation

305
Mary E. Wiss
Complex Litigation

306
Richard B. Ulmer, Jr.
Civil Trials

318
Charlene Padovani 
Kiesselbach
Civil Trials

403
Gail Dekreon
Family Law

404
Daniel A. Flores
Family Law 

405
Anne Christine 
Massullo
Unified Family Court 
(Supervising Judge)

405
Monica F. Wiley
Unified Family Court 
Trials

406
Nancy Davis
Dependency

416
Rebecca Wightman
Child Support

425
Susan Breall
Dependency

501
Ronald Evans 
Quidachay
Housing Court

502
A. James Robertson II
Civil Trials
503
Cynthia Ming-mei 
Lee 
Asbestos Case
Management & 
CEQA

504
Suzanne Ramos 
Bolanos
Civil Trials

505
Charles F. Haines
Civil Trials

506
Donald Mitchell
Small Claims

514
Visiting Judge
Civil Harassment 
and Other Matters

606
Andrew Y.S. Cheng
Civil Trials

608
Visiting Judge
Civil Trials

611
Visiting Judge 
Civil Trials

613
Visiting Judge
Civil Trials

624
Angela Bradstreet 
Civil Trials

POLK STREET 
ANNEX

008
Kathleen Kelly
Community Justice 
Center

HALL OF JUSTICE

9
Christopher C. Hite
Preliminary 
Hearings

10
Ethan P. Schulman
Criminal Trials/995 
Motions

11
Sharon M. Reardon
Preliminary 
Hearings

12
Joseph M. Quinn
Preliminary 
Hearings

13
Samuel K. Feng
Criminal 
Trials

14
Edward A. Torpoco
Criminal Trials/
Pitchess, Brady 
Motions/Fugitive 
Arraignments

15
Harry M. Dorfman
Mental Health Court
/Behavioral Health 
Court/Drug Court

16
Tracie L. Brown
Criminal Trials/
Parole Court

17
Ross C. Moody
Misdemeanor 
Master Calendar

18
Donald J. Sullivan
Domestic 
Violence/Motions/
Expungement/
Restitutions

19
Charles Crompton
Criminal Trials/
Motions to Revoke/
Other Motions

20
Rochelle C. East
Preliminary 
Hearings 
(Supervising 
Judge, Preliminary 
Hearings)

21
Gerardo Sandoval
Criminal Trials/
Misdemeanor Pleas/
Misdemeanor 
Motions to Suppress

22
Garrett L. Wong
Criminal Master 
Calendar
(Supervising Judge, 
Criminal Division)
(Assistant Presiding 
Judge)

23
Jeffrey S. Ross
Settlements/
Veterans Justice 
Court

24
Bruce E. Chan
Criminal Trials/
Young Adult Court

25
Brendan P. Conroy
Criminal Trials/
Intensive 
Supervision 
Court
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www.judicatewest.com
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RESULTS HAPPEN WHEN GREAT SKILLS,
EXPERIENCE & PERSEVERANCE COME TOGETHER

26
Linda H. Colfax
Criminal Trials/
Motions to 
Revoke/Other 
Motions

27
Loretta Giorgi
Criminal Trials

28
Carol Yaggy
Criminal Trials/
Motions to 
Revoke/Other 
Motions

29
Visiting Judge
Criminal Trials

A
Roger C. Chan
Traffic

(Supervising 
Judge)

B
Victor Hwang, 
Traffic
Catherine A.S. 
Lyons, Probable 
Cause/Pitchess, 
Brady Motions/
Traffic 

JUVENILE 
JUSTICE 
CENTER

3
Braden C. Woods
Delinquency

4
Michael I. Begert
Delinquency  
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great on our issues and he’s unafraid of the tough fight.

So what is ahead in 2017? We are working toward a course 
correction for the California ship of state. The new crop of 
legislators who are not afraid to take on establishment inter-
ests provide the heart for the upcoming fight.

Meanwhile, CAOC is hard at work developing our legislative 
program for 2017. We know the fight against forced arbitra-
tion will continue. Bad actors like Wells Fargo continue to 
provide ample fodder to support our message. We will also 
continue to look at ways to fight the insurance industry’s 
never ending quest to limit just damages for consumers. 
Together we will stand strong and continue as the voice for 
consumers and civil justice in Sacramento.

Thank you for supporting the fight. 

CAOC CORNER By Lea-Ann Tratten, CAOC Political Director

Spinning Us Softly — But Not Successfully

It started just weeks after Election Day: The California 
Chamber of Commerce and its political mouthpieces began 
spinning the election results, minimizing significant victo-
ries by true Democrats and claiming burgeoning numbers of 
so-called “Mod Dems” in California. 

Even for an election season when phony internet news 
became a campaign staple across the land, the Chamber’s 
wrong-way pronouncements were whoppers.  

• “The Chamber elects more mods to the CA legislature!” 
roared one on-line headline. 

• Another pundit-fed story opined in the aftermath 
of Democrats winning two-thirds majorities in both 
houses of the California Legislature that “super majori-
ties are meaningless.” 

• As if to supply proof, the Chamber and its cronies 
declared that candidates Bill Dodd, Steve Bradford and 
Laura Friedman were examples of a new “business-
friendly class” that will support the will of the Chamber.

Earth to Cal Chamber: Be careful who you label. 

Consumer Attorneys of California supported Dodd, Brad-
ford and Friedman. Each of these newly elected lawmakers 
has a firm handle on the importance of consumer rights and 
the civil justice system. Steve Bradford and Bill Dodd both 
scored high grades on CAOC issues during earlier stints in 
the Assembly. The fact is that CAOC-backed candidates did 
very, very well. Here are just a few other important victories:

Eloise Gomez-Reyes (AD 47) smacked down Corporate 
Dem Assembly Member Cheryl Brown, an incumbent who 
was the darling of the Chamber. Brown, dubbed “Chevron 
Cheryl” in our political mailers, had huge financial backing 
from Big Oil during the campaign. Gomez-Reyes, a consis-
tent advocate for civil justice, enjoyed the backing of trial 
lawyers, unions and environmentalists. It marked the first 
time that a progressive challenger knocked off a corporate-
backed incumbent, and it sent reverberations up and down 
the state.

Ash Kalra (AD 27) bested corporate Dem Madison Nguyen. 
Kalra, who served as a public defender before his tenure on 
the San Jose city council, has been a consistent advocate for 
workers, the environment and the disadvantaged. He will 
bring a tenacious spirit to fight for civil justice in Sacra-
mento.

Josh Newman (SD 29), after three tense weeks, was 
declared the winner over GOP Assemblywoman Ling Ling 
Chang by barely 2,000 votes. You are going to love Josh: He’s 

QtrPageAd_SFTL.indd   1 6/28/16   12:37 PM
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To our dedicated clients, thank you!
 The Cogent Team appreciates your commitment and ongoing support.
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Escobar Medical Treatment History 2013

Wan

F/u

5/1/13

Wan

f/u

5/22/13

Wan

Remove arch bars

6/7/13

Fogal

PT # 1

6/12/13

Fogal

PT

6/24/13

Rollins

Meds pt

6/14/13

Sharp

Chiro #1

5/14/13

Sharp

Chiro #4

5/21/13

Carter

Pain Meds

5/17/13

Carter

Req PT 2/wk x 3 wks

5/29/13

wk1 wk2 wk3

Wan

f/u

8/9/13

Fogal

PT

8/1/13

Carter

Awaiting scan approvals

8/16/13

Carter

Ref to ortho imaging

8/30/13

Dietrich

MRI spine

8/26/13

Dietrich

CT Mandible

8/28/13

Stillman

MRIs knees

8/27/13

X-ray

Knee and feet X-rays

6/18/13

Stanford

Emergency Room

4/17/13

DC Stanford

Emergency Room

4/21/13

Cheng

Stable Spine fx

4/18/13

Wan

ORIF mandible fx 
repair

4/19/13

Wan

f/u needs ortho eval 
and surgical excision

6/26/13

Loya

X-ray L knee, shoulder

10/30/13

Wan

Repeat ORIF mandible 
& grafting

10/25/13

Sharp

Chiro#6.Rec addl visits: 
no change function.

5/24/13

Rollins

Req Chiro 2/wk x 3 
Weeks

5/10/13

wk1 wk2 wk3

Rollins

Req MRIs : anticipate 
perm restrictions

6/28/13

Wan

Non-union

10/9/13

Rollins

Req CT abd / pelvis

9/20/13

Carter

Lab work; req NS 
Bybee eval back & neck

9/13/13

Dietrich

CT abd / pelvis fatty 
liver

9/30/13

Rollins

f/u PMC for fatty liver; 
req ortho & imaging

10/11/13

McMillan

Req MRI arthrogram L 
shoulder. No change  
with steroid inj.

12/18

Bybee

Neuro. Rec referral to 
interventional pain MD

12/10/13

McMillan

Ortho. Rec steroid inj L 
shoulder

10/30/13

Rollins

PT for neck 2/wk x 3 
wks per Bybee red

12/12/13

wk1 wk2 wk3

McMillan

Steroid  inj L shoulder

11/25/13

Siefer

f/u Mandible fx

11/16/13

Siefer

f/u Mandible fx

11/20/13

Rollins

Req MRIs R shoulder & 
knee

11/14/13

Wan

Tissue excision

7/19/13

Rollins

Meds

7/26/13

Rollins

Awaiting MRIs and PT

7/12/13

ERDentist Doctor VisitChiropractor X-RaySurgeryPhysical TherapyCT/MRI Lab WorkInjection

X-ray

R Shoulder & knee.
No abnl.

8/27/14

Celebrating 
years of 

Cogent Legal

510.350.7616www.cogentlegal.com Graphics - Technology - Strategy
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San Francisco’s Local Office Supply Company for 140 Years! 
 Four Retail Locations in Downtown San Francisco 
  www.patrickandco.com: 

o More than 20,000 Items 
o Great Pricing 
o Generous Rewards Program 
o Wish Lists, Access to Previous Orders and 

Other Purchasing Tools 
 Free Next Day Delivery (Anywhere in the 

Continental United States) 
 Personalized Service and Industry Knowledge that 

is Second to None 

 Everything you need for your Office 
o Indexes: Legal and Custom 
o Custom Printing: Letterhead, Business 

Cards, Litigation Filing Slips…  
o Office Furniture: Chairs; Office Suites; 

Reception Furniture… 
o Custom Made Files and Redwells 
o “Rubber” Stamps and Daters, Pens, Pencils, 

Markers, Printing and Data Storage 
Supplies, Filing Supplies, Paperclips, 
Binders, Break Room, Janitorial Supplies… 

Open Your Account today and start saving on office supplies: 

Call our Order Desk at 415-392-2640, email us at richardb@patrickandco.com or head to 
www.patickandco.com 
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where the other side may be headed. I tell them that in my 
experience, over 22 years of negotiation, where a party starts 
has very little relation to where they might end. I tell them 
that starting numbers are just that – a place to start. I tell 
them it is much more important where a party ends than 
where it starts. I tell them that opening numbers are just that 
– a place to start. I tell them that opening numbers and early 
numbers, and early numbers in negotiation, are somewhat 
“artificial” in the sense that there is no expectation by either 
side that the other side will be remotely interested in set-
tling at these numbers. Lastly, I tell the parties that in nego-
tiations it is the destination, not the journey, that counts. I 
tell them we may have a long, drawn out painful negotiation 
– that is the journey –but if we get to a settlement, then the 
journey was well worth it.”

4. How does everyone deal with exploring value?
Mike Ornstil: “Asking the parties to run through a thorough 
case evaluation and risk assessment using different poten-
tial results on liability and damages is helpful. I will also 
role play and assume the role of the opposing counsel or key 
witness so that the parties can get a preview of what a wit-
ness may testify to, or what opposing counsel’s closing argu-
ment may sound like. I will ask counsel whether they want to 
throw out a bracket when negotiations get bogged down, or 
if asked, I am always willing to make a mediator’s proposal. 
In the end, the most important thing is to be patient and per-
sistent. There are times during a mediation that settlement 
looks hopeless, yet there are have been many times that such 
cases have settled by keeping the discussions and negotia-
tions going. As long as the parties are talking and exchanging 
numbers, there is hope. The worst thing a mediator can do 
to reveal confidential information. I think the second worst 
thing a mediator can do is to give up too easily.”
 
“This [exploring value] is one of the most important things 
we do as mediators. I spend a fair amount of time picking 
apart a case to help the parties get a sense as to the range of 
potential jury verdicts. This entails asking counsel tough 
questions and asking counsel to answer these questions as 
candidly as comfort allows. I will ask each side about the lia-
bility aspect of the case. How often will a jury find liability? 
Is there comparative fault? What is the range of compara-
tive fault findings? Shifting to damages, I will ask similar 
questions about a good day, bad day, most likely in terms of 
economic and non-economic damages. This helps the par-
ties get of all the potential outcomes at trial and provides a 
picture of each side’s upside and downside risk if they do not 
settle. I use our whiteboards when going through this analy-
sis so the numbers are on the board for reference and reflec-
tion. I am not afraid to offer my opinions on all the ques-
tions I ask counsel, but usually hold off offering my opinions 
unless asked. And if asked, I provide my candid opinions and 
explain my opinions.”

Chris Lavdiotis: “Keep the parties working even as the 
negotiations crawl and the parties remain far apart; share 
my thoughts about the issues in dispute; how the jury may 
view each side’s slant on the issue and potential value. Be 
both facilitative and evaluative; keep everyone talking; make 

sure everyone is relaxed and not anxious. Find a connection 
with each decision-maker, whatever that might be. Kids? 
Dogs? Sports teams? A movie? A restaurant? Where we grew 
up? It can be anything.”
 
“Understand any cultural dynamics that may be playing 
a role in negotiations, including possible biases; respect 
any cultural differences or dynamics that may be involved. 
Respect everyone and where they are coming from.”
 
Chuck Geerhart: “I respond to their moves. If the defense 
makes good solid moves, I make good solid reductions. If 
the defense is moving in very small increments (I’ve never 
understood why they insist on doing this), I will do the 
same. I don’t enter a mediation with a “bottom line”. But 
sometimes the bottom line becomes apparent to both sides 
through negotiation”.

5. How does a mediator help reach a settlement?
Chuck Geerhart: “While I don’t believe a mediator has an 
obligation to maximize settlement value for a plaintiff, I do 
expect the mediator to help insure defense offers to pass the 
“giggle test”. If I have a clear liability case with a surgery and 
$75,000 in hard medical specials and wage loss, how can the 
opening offer be $60,000? I want the mediator to be push-
ing the defense to make good solid moves and then I will 
do the same. When an apparent impasse is reached, that is 
when the mediator need to get creative and use all the tools 
in his or her kit to promote movement. Although I prefer a 
facilitative style, later in the day the mediator may have to 
become evaluative and let the parties know where he or she 
sees weaknesses in the plaintiff or defense case.”
 
Chris Lavdiotis: “ Tell the parties right at the start that, if a 
party starts thinking that a case is not going to settle today, 
then they should listen and trust the mediator, especially 
when the mediator suggests to keep working. Tell both sides 
that the mediator is the only one who is talking to, and get-
ting information from each room and side. If the media-
tor feels the parties should keep working, then they should 
strongly consider to keep working.

5. Mediators must bring their “A” game

Finally, according to those interviewed, the mediator must 
“bring it” every day. The mediator cannot have a bad day. He 
or she must bring energy, enthusiasm, and “positive vibes” to 
every mediation and remain consistent in sending that posi-
tivity – or the case will not resolve.  

End Notes
 1 The “Ultimate Question” is the inference you’re trying to elicit from 
your questions. Don’t ask the witness to agree with the inference 
because the witness probably won’t.

» Closing Arguments continues from page 32
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Lynch Mediation Services
Focus of Practice

Torts/Personal Injury/Products Liability

Professional LiabilityMedical
Medical • Legal • Real Estate Agent/Broker

   Employment
Wrongful Termination, Discrimination, Retaliation, 

Harassment • Wage/Hour Claims 

Insurance
Bad Faith • UM/UIM • S.I.U.

Mortgage Foreclosure

Neutral Site Hosting
Lynch Mediation Services now offers Mediation 

Conference facilities adjacent to the Palo Alto Airport. 
Easy access off U.S.101 at Embarcadero Road East. 

Ample free parking. Coffee/Café next door with 
outside seating, weather permitting.

650-847-7515 
www.lynchmediation.com    jfl@lynchmediation.com

When they came for the trade unionists,
I did not speak out;
I was not a trade unionist.

When they came for the Jews,
I remained silent;
I wasn’t a Jew.

When they came for me,
there was no one left to speak out.

—Martin Niemöller.  

End Notes
1. The Voice Over by Heidi Julavits. Elle 

2012.
2. Salary, Gender and the Social Cost of Hag-

gling By Shankar Vedantam Washington 
Post Staff Writer  Monday, July 30, 2007.

3. In one corner of the law, minorities and 
women are often valued less.  By Kim 
Soffen Oct. 25, 2016. The Washington Post. 

» A Perspective continues   
from page 9» President’s Message continues from page 4

trial lawyers in the country, everything else seems so much bigger. So much 
more threatening. What is this group of trial lawyers supposed to do now?

Our organization was created 67 years ago, by some legendary warriors. 
It started with lawyers meeting in each others’ houses, figuring out ways 
to share information. To help each other. Ultimately, to help better serve 
their clients. They were true believers.

That tradition continues now, almost three quarters of a century later. 
I look back to my predecessors in this role. Trial warriors and giants who 
have helped protect the clients we serve, by fighting not only in the court-
room, but in the halls of the Capitol building as well. 

One of the earliest leaders, Bob Barbagelata, took on a case that pio-
neered the unheard of practice area of “wrongful termination,” and later, 
pioneered something to become known as “bad faith insurance law.” Later, 
our membership would prosecute the case law leading to the elimination 
of contributory fault doctrine. 

I look to Al Abramson, SFTLA President in 1986, who fought Proposi-
tion 51 tooth and nail, and though not victorious, received the state award 
for Chapter President of the Year for his efforts to educate the legislators 
on its effects. 

I look to 1994 President Bill Veen, a mentor of mine, who led the orga-
nization to help CTLA defeat the Keane Attorney Fee Limitation Initiative 
and the “Pay at the Pump” No Fault Initiative. Followed closely by the leg-
endary Mike Kelly, President in 1995, who led our fight against insurance 
industry overreach designed to hinder recovery for injury victims. 

And in 2000, Tom Brandi and other members fought in Sacramento to 
reform laws to benefit victims of medical malpractice and unfair practices 
by health maintenance organizations. 

So what to make of this? What do we do when everything 
feels threatened? We are trial lawyers. We fight for our cli-
ents, constantly. In our heritage, back to the earliest infancy 
of this organization, it has been led by people willing to use 
their creativity, energy, moral compass, talent, and skill, to 
serve the greater ends of justice. It is in our DNA. It is in 
our bones. 

So with that inspiration from leaders past, with their 
willingness to look any opponent, no matter how menacing, 
square in the eye and say “not today,” I feel buoyed and duty-
bound to help lead our organization to continue to fight the 
enemies of justice, no matter how menacing, no matter how 
overwhelming and powerful they may seem. 

So to answer the question, what can we do? The answer 
is, what we have always done for nearly seven decades. 
We will support each other. We will help each other. We 
will teach each other. We will share our knowledge and 
resources. We will take our fight and lend our efforts to our 
justice-serving sister organizations. Because ultimately 
the cause of justice and our clients is much more important 
than our individual practices, and we all know and under-
stand this. We will keep calm, and we will resist.  
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Joel P. Franciosa has been a full time mediator for 8+ 
years and handles all types of personal injury cases, as well 
as contract, business and ADA cases.  Prior to that, he was 
a litigator for 16+ years.  He enjoys helping parties reach a 
mutually acceptable resolution of their disputes” 
He can be reached at by phone:(510) 272-5103, 
E-Mail: joel@jpfmediation, or hrough his  
website: jpfmediation.com 

Almost all of us have participated in 
mediations, either as mediators or liti-
gants. In determining what’s impor-
tant for a successful mediation, I asked 
several experienced attorneys to share 
their answers to the questions below. 
 

• What questions do mediators 
address before a mediation can 
be scheduled in order to be a 
successful one ? 

• What does a plaintiff attorney 
do to get ready for a mediation? 
What do mediators do to get 
ready for a mediation? 

• What devices do mediators use 
to help everyone cross the finish 
line? 

• How can that information help 
litigators and their clients get 
ready to prepare for a success-
ful mediation? 

Here are specific responses from two 
successful mediators and a veteran 
plaintiff ’s attorney. After reviewing 
the answers, it appears there are some 
issues and strategies that are universal 
for a successful mediation. 

1. The case should be “ripe” for a 
mediation.
Mike Ornstil, mediator at JAMS: 
“When I am hired to mediate a case, it 
is most important to me that the case is 
ready to mediate from the parties’ per-
spective and there is a true desire to 
make a strong effort to settle. We hear 
too often after a mediation that gets 
nowhere of one or more parties that 
the other side wasn’t ready to mediate, 
or was not serious about settling, or 
was using the mediation process other 
than to explore settlement. What is 
most important is that the case is ripe 
to settle and the parties come prepared 
to listen to the other side and to me, 
and prepared to be flexible and make 
some hard decisions”.

Chis Lavdiotis, an independent 
mediator: “I conduct a pre-media-
tion conference call with all counsel, 
together, one week prior to the media-
tion. The purpose is the find out what 
the case is about; ensure that all deci-
sion-makers will be present; determine 
whether the parties are ready to nego-
tiate; and determine whether each side 
has all the information it needs from 
the other, or is waiting on information 
(e.g. responses to discovery, billings, 
lien information, documents). We 
also discuss liens and whether they 
are potential barriers to settlement; 
whether the lien holders been con-
tacted and will be available by phone 
during the mediation session; whether 
there have been any negotiations; if 
there is a trial date; and whether there 
are any dynamics which the mediator 
should be aware of before we sit down”.
 
2. Have decision-makers present who 
are willing to listen and work toward a 
settlement.
Chuck Geerhart, plaintiff ’s lawyer, 
partner at Paoli & Geerhart: When I 
get a joint call from the mediator, here 
is what I want to accomplish: “Clear 
away any issues that won’t be an issue 
at mediation, e.g., liability, causation, 
amount of medical specials. Make sure 
someone with real monetary authority 
will attend for the defense. Encourage 
a pre-mediation offer by the defense.”
 

3. How to close the gap between an 
initial demand and offer that are far 
apart
Chris Lavdiotis: “About 90 – 95% of 
the time parties start out very far apart 
– at opposite ends of the negotiating 
spectrum. So we discuss this right off 
the bat: expect a demand you won’t 
like and an offer by which you may be 
insulted. Talk about it straight up and 
prepare to deal with it. Neither side 
should take that personally. Remem-
ber, that this is part of negotiations and 
that can be time-consuming, difficult, 
and frustrating, even for the mediator. 
Prepare to stay on task and keep work-
ing.”
 
Chuck Geerhart: “Since there has 
never been carrier that did not want 
to negotiate down from my demand, 
I always make my demands “high but 
plausible”. I leave room for negotia-
tion. My demand is usually the same as 
what I put in the mediation brief. If the 
defense will commit to making a sub-
stantial offer if we reduce the demand, 
I may make a unilateral reduction. I 
am more likely to do that if my client is 
ultra-eager to settle or if, on reflection, 
I feel the demand was too high”. 

Mike Ornstil: “This is the situation in 
many, many of my mediations. When 
this occurs, and parties get upset or 
concerned, I simply tell them not to 
worry or make any assumptions as to 

What’s Important For A Successful 
Mediation?by Joel P. Franciosa
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C O M P R E H E N S I V E  S E R V I C E S  
 

As the country’s leading and fastest growing plaintiff-based structured settlement provider, 
Millennium Settlement Consulting recognizes that, whatever your client’s personal settlement 
needs require, every successful outcome begins with a comprehensive plan.  With Millennium 
at your side, you can plan more, control more, and expect more...for life! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our variety of services make Millennium an invaluable resource throughout the entire 
litigation process.  By providing the following services, Millennium will become an essential 
part of your legal team of experts. 
  
Structured Settlements:  
We offer structured settlement annuities guaranteeing the plaintiff a protected stream of tax-
free payments tailored to his or her specific needs. 
  
Attorney Fee Structuring: 
Structured attorney’s fees allow for periodic income payments and tax payment only when 
income is received.  Spreading fees over several years can assist in avoiding a higher tax 
bracket and allows the money saved in taxes to be invested at little or no risk.   
  
Non-Qualified Structures / Non-Personal Injury Cases: 
Non-qualified annuities can be used in cases involving: real estate or business sales, 
employment issues, attorney fees, divorce settlements, construction defects, environmental 
litigation, punitive damage awards, sexual harassment, legal malpractice, property disputes, 
false arrest/imprisonment, & many other types of claims.  Some of the benefits of setting up 
periodic payments through a non-qualified annuity include: deferral of tax liability; & 
customized timing of payments to meet individual needs. 
 
As part of our comprehensive services, our consultants also offer: 

• Financial Needs Analysis 
• Mediation Attendance  
• Access to Highly Rated Life Insurance Companies 
• Special Needs Trust, Pooled Trust & Medicare Set-aside Trust Advisement 
• Life Care Plan Analysis 
• Complete Document Preparation and Thorough Review 

 

Extraordinary  Needs Require  Extraordinary  So lut ions .  
 

• Settlement solutions leader 
• Vast knowledge of financial settlement 

products 
• Design plans that help ensure a secure 

financial future 
• Meet with the clients to determine their 

financial needs 

• Advise clients of their financial settlement 
options 

• Compassionate to the victim 
• Utilize a “needs-based” approach 
• Help with public benefit preservation 
• Provide the opportunity to defer taxation of 

attorney’s fees 

 
TODAY. TOMORROW. FOR LIFE. 

  

 
 

JENNIFER JOHNSTON 
SETTLEMENT CONSULTANT 

 
145 CORTE MADERA TOWN CENTER, #206 

CORTE MADERA, CA 94925 
 

TOLL FREE: (800) 573-8853 
PHONE: (415) 793-8404 

 
JJOHNSTON@MSETTLEMENTS.COM 
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Who Does Your 
Financial Advisor Answer To? 

Hopefully you and only you. However, 
many financial advisors are actually 
working for their financial institution 
– selling company product and the 
company line. 

Karp Capital Management is an In-
dependent Investment Advisory and 
Asset Management firm providing 
unbiased investment strategies to 

keep you on the path to reach 
your financial goals.  

Working for our clients and only our 
clients, we develop and execute com-
prehensive financial and retirement 
plans based on your needs, those of 
your employees and your firm. Our in-
vestment strategies consider current 
investment trends to provide more 
than just static solutions.

Call us today to review your current 
portfolio and retirement plan.

Registered Investment Advisor
CA Insurance License 0B55128

415 345 8185 •  Toll Free 877 900 KARP

For our latest market commentary and investment 

strategy, visit our web site at karpcapital.com  

and read the latest edition of Peter Karp’s newsletter,  

Karp Capital Financial Focus

Although information in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness, and it should not be relied upon as such.  The past performance of securities or other investments does not 
necessarily indicate or predict future performance, and the value of investments and income arising there from can fall as well as rise; the investor may get back less than what was invested; and no assurance can be given that any portfolio or investment described or 
presented would yield favorable investment results. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our written authority.  Securities and Advisory Services offered through Financial Telesis Inc., member SIPC/FINRA. 


